Attractive possibilities exist for the brain to solve important problems of visual processing in Fourier space. First, we describe a wave-interference model for computing motion contrast directly from the moving intensity distribution, without the need for directionally selective motion sensors. We then propose a global method for motion-based image segmentation based on unsupervised clustering in a three-dimensional Fourier space. The Fourier components of coherently moving entities are segregated from the remainder by means of a simple velocity proximity measure. This is accomplished without altering the spatial frequency components encoding the object, thereby ensuring that the spatiotemporal features of the segregated object can be reconstructed.
Introduction
In biological and machine vision, information about the environment is inferred from time-dependent, two-dimensional (2D) distributions of intensity, i.e., the image sequence. Movements of the observer or of objects in the outside world produce characteristic changes in the image that carry information on the visual world or on the state of the observer. For example, when objects move against a background, groups of image points are displaced coherently, providing evidence for the segmentation of the image into figure and ground. In human vision, this principle is known as the Gestalt law of "common fate"; image points moving with the same velocity are bound together to give the percept of a coherently moving entity.
1,2 How this can be achieved in neural circuitry or electronic hardware is one of the most basic questions confronted in computational neuroscience or artificial vision research.
The answer or answers to this question remain elusive. However, we suggest that a partial answer lies in the following observation:
There are advantages to be gained by machine vision systems, or by visual systems in the brain, from generating and processing Fourier-related transforms of local information about motion in the visual scene, as contained in its timedependent 2D intensity distribution I(x, t).
This observation or assertion reflects the idea that motion is as fundamental as spatial location in time, not merely a derived quantity, v = dx/dt. As physicists, we appreciate the truth and value of this perspective in the Hamiltonian formulation of classical mechanics and, of course, in quantum theory. Is it not possible that the duality of the global concept of state of motion and the local concept of space-time point has been naturally embodied by evolution in the inner workings of the visual systems of living creatures?
The above assertion has recently been exemplified in a schematic model of how vertebrate visual systems might perform the tasks of detecting and estimating motion contrast, i.e., relative motion of two objects, or of an object moving against a background. Self-evidently, these are tasks of fundamental importance to visual processing in vertebrates, since an animal must be able to distinguish salient motion in its environment from irrelevant whole-field motion due to body, head, and eye movements. Sec. 2 describes a wave-interference algorithm that we have proposed for solution of the motion-contrast problem, 5 based quite explicitly on global features of the changing intensity pattern, as revealed by Fourier analysis.
The principal aim of the present contribution is to offer a further exemplification of the above assertion. We shall demonstrate that, in certain cases, the problem of image segmentation also becomes more accessible to solution when the image is transformed into Fourier space. Motion induces an oscillation of the phase of the spatial-frequency components of the moving part of the image. Accordingly, the components that we wish to segregate from the remainder are conveniently labeled by their respective temporal frequencies. This key observation leads to an algorithm for motion binding based on temporal filtering in Fourier space. In Sec. 3, the essence of the proposed segmentation algorithm is spelled out analytically. In Sec. 4, its operation is illustrated by three sets of computer simulations. There follows (Sec. 5) a discussion of the merits (and drawbacks) of global methods for performing image segmentation, in comparison to local methods.
A wave-interference model of motion contrast detection
We have recently proposed and tested an algorithm for motion-contrast detection and estimation that does not require the participation of directionally selective motion sensors.
5 Considering first the case of one-dimensional (1D) motion, the intensity distribution I(x, t) is convoluted with a cosine function over an interval L:
It is easily shown that this transformed distribution has the alternative expression
in terms of the Fourier transform
of the intensity distribution, with φ(t) = arctan (ImF k (t)/ReF k (t)). For coherent motion (two objects moving in the same direction at the same speed), the transform J(X, t) reduces to a traveling wave of fixed amplitude, while incoherent motion causes the amplitude to oscillate. The frequency of the amplitude oscillation provides a measure of the relative velocity of the moving objects.
To make this behavior more explicit, let the visual scene be composed of the sum of two intensity distributions I a (x, t) and I b (x) that move rigidly with velocities v a and v b , respectively, i.e., let the total visual stimulus be
Straightforward manipulations 5 based on trigonometric identities permit one to write the transformed intensity for this case as
where
The amplitude of the transformed intensity J(X, t) is seen to oscillate with a frequency f = k(v b −v a )/4π, while the factor cos [kX − φ(t)] describes a carrier wave moving at constant velocity. Motion contrast within the visual field, as represented by the input (4), can therefore be directly determined from the frequency of the amplitude oscillation, which thereby provides a suitable measure of motion contrast. In the absence of contrast, i.e., if the motion of the two intensity components is coherent and v a = v b , the amplitude A(t) is constant in time and the frequency is zero.
As an instructive and important example, we consider two identical but independently moving test spots. In this case a = b and α = β, and the transformed intensity distribution (5)- (7) collapses to
We see immediately that for coherent motion (v a = v b ), the transformed intensity distribution is a traveling wave with constant amplitude that propagates with the velocity v a of the test spots. On the other hand, for incoherent (opposing) motion (v a = −v b ), the transformed intensity distribution, J(X, t) = 2a cos(kv a t) cos(kX − α), is a standing wave with an oscillating amplitude. The frequency f of the amplitude oscillation is given by
The efficacy of the algorithm is illustrated in two computer simulations, the frequency of the amplitude oscillations being determined as follows. First, the absolute value of J(X, t) is integrated over an integral multiple m of the transformation wavelength λ = 2π/k to extract a characteristic time-dependent carrier wavẽ
that is independent of the transformed spatial variable X. Next, we introduce an amplitude modulation function M (t) = dJ(t)/dt. For coherent motion M (t) is identically zero, whereas for incoherent motion it oscillates about zero with a frequency proportional to the motion contrast of the visual scene. Lastly, the frequency of oscillation of the function M (t) is determined with high accuracy from the power spectrum of its temporal Fourier transform. [Note that this frequency differs from that of A(t) by a factor two, because the absolute value is taken in Eq. (9) .] In part A of Fig. 1 , the algorithm is applied to a visual scene consisting of two test spots of the same intensity, each moving with a speed 8 deg/s through the visual field of the motion detector. For t ∈ [0, 3.8]s, both stimuli are moving in the same direction, and the amplitude modulation M (t) is zero. At t = 3.8s, the direction of motion of one of the stimuli is reversed, and the stimuli undergo opposing motion. As a result, M (t) oscillates with a frequency f M = 8 Hz. Thus, the algorithm correctly determines the relative velocity to be ∆v = 2πf M /k = 16 deg/s.
In part B of Fig. 1 , the algorithm is applied to a solid moving object of uniform intensity that moves in front of a random-dot background. This visual scene is chosen to correspond with experiments performed for neurons in the avian optic tectum.
3
The visual field of the detector spans a visual angle of 80 deg, and the object size is 5 deg. The random dots have size 0.1 deg and density 1 dot/deg. For t ∈ [0, 3.8]s, the object and background are moving in the same direction with the same speed 8 deg/s. This exemplifies whole-field motion. The amplitude modulation M (t) remains predominantly zero, with fluctuations coming from edge effects. (Dots moving in and out of the visual field disturb the convolution process in an unpredictable way.) At t = 3.8s, the motion of the background is reversed and M (t) oscillates with a frequency f M = 8Hz. Again the algorithm determines the relative velocity to be 16 deg/s, the correct result.
Motion in the 2D visual field is dealt with by projecting the velocity vectors of the objects along an arbitrary direction. The algorithm is then found to be successful in reproducing tuning curves derived from measurements of motion-contrast sensitivity in the avian (pigeon) tectum 3, 4 and in the primate (monkey) middle temporal area.
6
Such curves, which represent the normalized response of motion-contrast-sensitive neurons as a function of the angle between the directions of two moving stimuli, have a cosine shape, as predicted by the model. A plausible biological implementation 5 of the wave-interference algorithm, sketched in Fig. 2 , features a layer of spatially distributed subunits (Layer 1) that provide input to a deeper layer (Layer 2) of linear summing units in a periodic fashion. Each subunit (or "neuron") in Layer 1 responds to motion within its receptive field (upper gray line). For a small moving object, this creates a wave of activity (lower gray line) spanning the neural population of Layer 2. When the object moves along the dimension of Layer 1, the wave of activity will move with the point along the neural population in Layer 2. As a result, the amplitude of the wave will oscillate in response to motion contrast. The population response of the second layer is then rectified, integrated, and presented to an appropriate temporal filter h(t) to read out the oscillation frequency and hence the relative speed of the object moving against a background.
Formulation of the segmentation algorithm
Let us describe the image by a 2D time-dependent intensity function I(x, t). Its 2D spatial Fourier transform is
where p = (p x , p y ) is the 2D spatial wave vector of the transformation and x = (x, y) is a point vector in real space X . The inverse transformation
reconstructs the original image in X space. Thus, F (p, t) and I(x, t) are equivalent representations of the image. Coherent motion of image points generally indicates the presence of a moving object. Considering the case of two independently moving objects, denoted o and b, the image is composed of two coherently moving groups of points. Thus the intensity may be written as 
As seen in Eq. (13), image motion results in characteristic temporal oscillations at frequency 2πp · v o and 2πp · v b , corresponding to a given spatial wave vector p.
We perform a temporal Fourier analysis by multiplying every point of the Fourier transform F (p, t) with a complex time-dependent function T (ω, t) = exp(2πiωt) and integrating over time, obtaining
Now let both objects move along the x-axis but in opposite directions, such that 
Thus, both objects occupy distinct, non-overlapping areas of the three-dimensional (3D) Fourier space defined by (p x , p y , ω); they are linearly separable. In this case, the objects can be segregated from one another by applying "directional" Fourier transformations if we restrict the 3D Fourier transformation to points of the 3D Fourier space that are occupied by one of the two objects but not the other. Upon segregation of the object, we can return to real space by applying the inverse 3D Fourier transformation. 
Computer demonstrations
In this section, we present the results from computer simulations that reveal the strengths and weaknesses of the proposed algorithm. First we demonstrate the algorithm for an image sequence which consists of a random-dot square 40 × 40 pixels 2 moving in the positive x-direction and a randomdot background of size 100 × 100 pixels 2 in moving in front of the background in the negative x-direction (Fig. 3A) , both with a constant absolute speed of 1 pixel/frame. The Fourier coefficients of the image sequence are computed as a function of the temporal frequency ω and the angle θ = arctan(p y /p x ) of the 3D Fourier transform, while keeping the value of p = |p| fixed. In Fig. 3B , the intensity plots are shown for p = 0.3, p = 0.4, and p = 0.5 pixel −1 , from top to bottom. There emerges a characteristic pattern, indicating the presence of two translating objects. The intensity plots for different values of p are scaled and summed to allow easier identification of the moving objects. Here we only considered positive temporal frequencies ω. The resulting intensity plot is shown in Fig. 3C (top panel) . The traces of both the random-dot square object and the background are clearly visible. For illustration, we have surrounded the area occupied by the random-dot square by a black frame. The inner part of the black frame is shown in the lower panel of Fig. 3C . By visual inspection of the intensity plot, we conclude that it is sufficient to restrict the 3D Fourier transformation to parameters ω > 0 for p x > 0 and ω < 0 for p x < 0, in order to segregate the random-dot square from the background. A snapshot of the reconstructed segregated scene is depicted in Fig. 3D (upper panel) . For comparison, the original random-dot square is plotted in the lower panel of Fig. 3D . We computed the correlation coefficient of the original object and the reconstructed object for every time point and calculated the mean to be c = 0.776 with a standard deviation of σ = ±0.067. For the mean correlation coefficient of the reconstructed object and the original background we have c = 0.081 and σ = ±0.062.
In most image-segmentation problems, the objects do not have a constant velocities, and the characteristic Fourier patterns of the moving objects will show a greater variety and complexity. Again, let us consider an image sequence in which moving random-dot square 40 × 40 pixels 2 moves in front of a moving random-dot background spanning 100 × 100 pixels 2 . The background is moving to the left with a constant speed of |v b | = 1 pixel/frame. The random-dot square is moving to the right with a mean speed of |v o | = 0.5 pixels/frame, but its speed is not constant. Instead, its speed randomly alternates between 1 and 0 pixels/time-step, resulting in a jerky motion. A snapshot of the image sequence is shown in Fig. 4A (left panel) . In the right panel, the position of the random-dot square is plotted as a function of the number of frames. We compute the Fourier coefficients of the image sequences as a function of the temporal frequency ω and the angle θ = arctan(p y /p x ) of the 3D Fourier transform while keeping the value of p = |p| fixed; then, we scale and sum the resulting intensity plots for positive values of ω. In Fig. 4B (upper panel) , the resulting intensity plot is shown. Although the background objects are cleary visible, the Fourier coefficients belonging to the random-dot square are much fainter and spread out over a larger area. However, upon zooming into the area occupied by the random-dot square, the pattern formed by the Fourier coefficients still allows an unambiguous identification of the object. As in the previous example, we restrict the 3D Fourier transformation to parameters ω > 0 for p x > 0 and ω < 0 for p x < 0 to segregate the random-dot square from the background. The reconstructed randomdot square is depicted in Fig. 4C (upper panel) . For comparison, the original object is shown below. The mean correlation coefficient of the reconstructed object and the original objects is c = 0.7284 with a standard deviation of σ = ±0.0589.
For other image sequences, notably those in which two objects move at an angle relative to each other smaller than 180 degrees, the objects are no longer linearly separable. The smaller the angle, the more ambiguous the segregation becomes, and other cues need to be employed to help segregate the objects. This ambiguity is inherent to the problem of motion-based image-segmentation; it is not a flaw of the algorithm. In Fig. 5A , the intensity plot for an image sequence containing an random-dot square moving in the positive x-direction in front of random-dot background which moving in the negative y-direction is displayed. Both object and background move with constant speed. We observe that the characteristic patterns overlap in Fourier space. To segregate object and background from each other, it is necessary to restrict the directional Fourier transform to only those points of the Fourier space which lie exactly on the arch-shaped characteristic pattern of the targeted object (results not shown). When the velocity of both the background and the object alternates between 1 pixel/frame and 0 pixel/frame (jerky motion), the characteristic patterns of the object and background are only partly separable (Fig. 5B) , reducing the quality of the segmentation.
Discussion
Currently, most image-segmentation algorithms are based on the extraction of local measurements such as the computation of normal components of local velocity or local correlation surfaces, resulting in a two-dimensional optic flow field. 7 In contrast, the algorithm proposed in this paper employs only global methods to perform image segmentation. Local algorithms suffer from the so-called aperture problemlocal measurements produce ambiguous information when the image is observed through a small opening. This problem is absent in the global method. Further-more, in the locally driven algorithms, image regions of zero contrast (or intensity) are not recognized by local measurements and thus are not bound to the object, while in the algorithm presented a moving object can be segmented in its entirety. The locally-driven algorithm might be severely challenged when presented with objects which overlap in real space, which is the case for transparent motion; in this particular case, the global algorithm presented here is expected to perform better than the local method. However, in cases where the moving objects of an image sequence are only poorly separable in Fourier space (see example Fig. 5B ), locallydriven methods have the advantage that objects do not necessarily overlap in real space and thus might outperform the global algorithm.
The segmentation algorithm developed above offers a new perspective on computational processes executed in the brain. When we examine the basic computations that are performed in the visual cortex, neurons can be described as two-dimensional filters, tuned to different spatial frequencies and orientations. [8] [9] [10] It has been suggested that the ensemble of such cells could encode, with some precision, the twodimensional Fourier spectrum of a patch of visual space. 10 The algorithm presented here gives new ideas how two objects which lie partly inside the same patch could be segregated, and how spatial information could be retained and processed by neural populations.
